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,
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6. The child must learn to recoghize printed words frOmWrIatever cues
, . , .1

1141:44usc". , - ...or-

-
... 7. The child must learn that printed words are signals for spoken words'

.0,,

,

* 1
and that they have meanings andlogoik to those spoken words. b

.
(Ii. The child must learn to reason and-think about y.at he reads (pp.

31-31). ,
4

, t
the man?, diflercnt beguming reading programt, avaitttble have beery'

categorised ini number of ways. Differences among the prs? gfam he been
'identified in the stress placed by each program on letter-sotMdassociation. on
the relationship of reading instruction tothelotallanguage arts programand
on the wad an whieh the pattern ut instruction is orgarnied in each. (S podek,

1978)

..tt °,,.
Adams. Anderson anti Durkin (1978) distinguish beginning re ading

prograrhs by the un,derly,,,ing conception bf the readihg -process. Some
progEam; are labelled its -data sirrne as "corrceptually driven.'' and
same as "interactivs." In the'dalisdriviina programs the reader attends to the
letters and develops expectations ffom thv words spell0 out by them. These
expectations are It uilt upon as the reader tieals with larger units, going from
words -too phrases to sentences. They see this,as a "bottom-up" p.rocess.*--*. ,.

Philip Gough (197,2), for exAmple, proposed a linear model of the reading
process which Lad be Z:Snsidered data, driven. Lading proceeds from letter
identification tit word construttioh to pirnemic representation. Syntacti-

o ancrsemantic rules aPplied to pm mil.anin ,s ,

. , qv. .
St . In the conceptually driven programs. the reat3er uses his knowledge of the

language to approach reading b'y testing ilputhe-sezi against what is printed
Context and syntax pro), ide the reaLter y.ith,imporfant cues for developing
hypotheses. I his Nycholinguistic approach to reading is chara-cterlied as
"t -do'ivn-: processing . 4

- .5) ..1,.. . . . ,
,

ipoodm n (196hf has proptised such a "top -down" mode) of reading in ';_.

Which a,chifd moves litthigh three stages tir prt4ficieni.y levels. At the highest'
Levd1,thee foi'us is on'irle,aninvv,ith deckling becoming automatic.

.r.#

1 he third approach to reading sees both top-d)%n and bottom-up process
init

P.

occurring_simultatieousll. Hence. the characteruation as interactive,
this.eoneep irithereadcr is as much dependent upon vt hat he already

.1.nims as upon what he a uthty has put in the text for gaining mtianing from
the printed page. h conceptually-drisen and intyuctive conceptions of
reading view the process as something snore litan decoding. while the data

.
drnen conception sees reading as a prot4b5 ol changing written language into

oit§ oral counterpart.

, ,

ik Li
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FOREWORD.,

I

A major goal of the Right to -Read Program has been to disseminate
information about the status of literacy education. successful products.
practices and current research finding in order to improve the instruction of
reading 05ver the years, a central v ehicle for dissemination have bgen Right to
Read conferences and seminars. In Jane-1978. approximately 350 Right to
Read project directors and 'staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington. D.C. to consider titesacy: Meeting the
Challenge.

The conference focused on three major areas:

. examination of current literacy problems and issues
'assessment of accomplishments and potential resolutions

regkrding literacy issues; and

exchange and dissemination of ideas and materials on successful
practices toward increasing literacy in the United States.

.
All levels of education. preschool through adult. were considered.

1 '
The response to the Confitrence was such that we have decided to publish the
papers in a series of individual-publications. Additional titles in the series.are
listed separately.as well as directions for orderjng copies.
. . . .
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A major goal of the Right to -Read Program has been to disseminate
information about the status of literacy education. successful products.
practices and current research finding in order to improve thexistruction of
reading aver the years. a central ehicle for dissemination have bgen Right to
Read conferences and seminars. In J nne,I978. approximately 350 Right to
Read project directors and staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington. D.C. to consider 'Literacy. Meeting the
Challenge.

The conference focused on three major area:

. examination of current litericy problems and issues
assessment of accomplishments and potential resolutions
regarding literacy issues: an&

exchange and dissemination of ideas and materials on successful
practices toward increasing literacy in the United States?

All levels of education. preschool through adult. were considered.
I

The response to the Confirence was such that we have decided to publish the
papers in a series. of individual publications. Additional titles in the series, are
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OVERVIEW .

One's answer to how reading sfiould fit into a preschool curriculum will'
depFnd upon one's fundamental assumptions and convictions.,Throtigh an
exploration of different definitions of reading. this paper first develops -a
concept of the reading process. It then shows how different concepts not only
of reading, but of rmiturgrion and instruction imply distinct preschool read mg
programs and proposes that. like the models of early childhood education
compatible wit them. they dune from different ideologies. The'last section.
expressly espousing a coristructiist view of cognitive development and an
interactioniSt concept of reading. suggests strategies that teachers might use to -

prepare children for reading.' again insisting that basic
principles is the crucial factor.

Definition of Reading I4

Observing that.debates over programs often involve divergent concepts of
the reading process. the author begins by surveying definitions and unfolding
hig own clefinitIon dreading He adduces more and less restricted definitioris
in current use, relates reading to the other language processes. discusses the

'various clues to meaning that mature and beginning readers use, and lists the
skills that beginning reading programs must inculcate. Lastly, he introduces
three underlying concepts of the reading process.,each exemplified by models
and distinguishing a class of 'programs. the data driven. the conceptually
driven. and the interactive. which mediates between the other two. In the
course of this discussion. several basic propositions emerge.

Reading involyes comprehending meaning, not merely "decod-
ing" or translating written symbols into,spoken language.
The reading process differs for mature and beginning readers.
Educators need to understand, the differences between early-trid
mature reading processes and to use approaches that lead children
to expect meaning from the printed "page and to develop the
battery of sals and the liveness to clues characteristic of rYlature
readers.

Conseqtiences of Conceptual Differences
.0.,

Different preschool reading programs will devolve from different basic'.
assumptions A maturational view of readiness.will lead,educators to place
some children into an early phase of the r,eading'paigram, leading others to
develop further, while a nurture view of recliness.will lead them to provide

6- .
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experiences designed to prepare children for the reading program they will
enter. Educators who believe in direct instruction will teach children, what
they want them to learn, while those w ho bt;liee in indirect msteuction will
create situations in which children Lan 'carp it through their own actions.
Wanting a sense of direction. many preschool educators effectually resign
such decisions to publishers, merely following the progi-am Of the materials
they, recco.e In response to the resulting abuses, a coalition of educational
organisations has published a fclint statement on Keading and Pre-First
(trade. doer, of whose recommendations the author cites He obsers,
howecer, that they do n'of constitute sufficient guidelines for a preschool
reading prograro, since the question of what will conduce to success in .a
reading program remains upon and V 1 1 receie diff.:rent answers from
proponents of different models tit reading instruction Haying contrasted the,
answers commensurate with the three models introduced earlier, the author
goes on to suggest that the three models fit different models of early childhood
education:, and like them,, reflect different ideologies. Thus, to select and
implement a moth.' rationdly, arte must clarify one's basic conYictions about
children. learning. deNelopment, and schools

I

Preliminary Reading Acti'.ities
k

Mar, reading readiness skills an he deYelpped within the normal
framework of preschools. using niaterials ready to hand 1 he author suggests

material\ that teacher might use and acto.iiies that they might introduce to
deYelop Yisql and auditoTy discrimination He then describes tUur particular
programs reported in the li.terat ure. observing that, since reading is a

acto. ity. Piagetian theory can help other educators
develop ternaties to this traditional strategics of reading instructiontand
that, sin& reading incoli. es the interaction of d4ta-drien and coriceptually-
driYen processes. the range of potential strategies approviate to,preschoolls

I great

Conclusioln

Children can be helpLd to.constrtict a system of reading. as well as a sy-stem
of understanding their physical and social 14 orld the key to incorporating

. reading in the prehchool curriculum 14 (II boa teaching staff who 410k reading
alan interactionist prises, and v.ho undastand both thL leorning capabilities
of children.and the learning potentialities of actiit306,

'
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HOW SHOULD READING FIT INTO A
PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM?

For this conference on LITERACY. MEETING THE CHALLENGE,
.was asked to prepare a paper titled. "How Should Reading Fit Into a -
Preschool eurriculurn2" I.was reqvdsted to prepare "a working model of the
problem of literacy in our society and various approaches on ideas for their
solution "I was not stile I could do this, but I accepted anyway. In preparing
for the paper, I reviewed the proposed program of thi conference to see how
my topic might relate.tdothers At first, I thought that there would be a series
of papers oh curriculum continuity in reading instruction, starting with the
earl'years.of education, but this did not seem to be4he case. li seemed as I
read the Nehminary program the conference developers felt that it was not
reading instruction that was a problem, but everything else (e.g., preparation
for 'that instruction, the materials of instruction, the evaluation .of the
instruction. etc.) I wondered,about the, pu?poses of the conference and my
own role within it.

I was concerned with the context ,of the conference a; well as with the
moti(ation of those who invited me. I am not primarily a reading specialst: I
do -have some expertise in the curriculum of early childhood education. I
assumed, therefore, that it was not the intent of the planners to have me
propose technical (rev aces for teaching reading early , but rather to address the
issues of early readingfrom a policy standpoint. However, I found that it is
difficult to.separate policy from the procedural .

!alalso found that I had difficulty with the topic that I was giv en. A number of
words hothered met I w4s not sure what they meant.

For e xapide, one of the key words in the topic is "preschool." which I take
to mean "before' schOol 7 Yet. if preschool happens before school, then the
concern for curriculum seemed ina propitiate (except. perhaps, in the limited
sense of the."hidden curriculum the family as used by Strodtbeck in the
1960's) 11,4id not think this was.the i tent of tiv plannea Rather I believe they
expected me to address the issues f currieulum'prior to the primary grades.
The use of the term"preschool"1 finally-decided. was a throwback to the times
when people thought 'that there was nothing to learn without reading,
therefore school ought not to begin 'before reading instruction. Thus any
education prior to that point in a childt' life was considered "preschool
education," Forgiving the planners. I shall talk about the preliminary
curriculum,' pro 'grams of the nursery school. day-care ,center! and
ki,pdecga nen.

jas
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The secondakord in the topic that gate me difficult}
0

was "reading." Reading
is defed differently b} different experts Differences 4 n conceg!ions of the

'reading process can lead to different prescriptions for cuLriculum. There is
Much Ontrowrs} about the ndture of reading and reading in.sttuction, and
this controers} seems .y. old ,as the history of inquiry into the teaching of

',reading. Neither logicairf discourse nor empirical data seems to persuade
persons on one side of the c,ontrmers} to shift to the other. It seems that
ideological issues are at the base of the controers} I felt thal no logical
argv'meins of n ounkould coming anyone here todat Sod. so. while I will
admit that man} poitions on `reading and reading instruction exist, I will
neither } to be eenhanded in m} presentation. Qur expect to, persuade
eer}o that m} point of iew is the right one . io

.

The third difficult word I found in the topic was "fit "Among the twodtven
definitions for that word I found in the dictioltar}, two sevrted most
appropriate "well adapted or suited" and to be of the right sue In one
sensse..it could be argued that reading is an aepropi'iate element for preprimary

td lion In the other sense it could 'loe argued that reeding can be
acriodated in the current structure Of preprimary education. the former
sense of the word would lead to a discourse on propriety, the latter to a
discourse on efficacy Probably both could he addressed

)

Lien that analysis of in} .ssigne'd topic. m} °understanding of it. m}
understanding of the con4ext of the meeting'and the purpose of m} being
asked Were. I should like to address the following topics

It Defining reading

Teacfung reading
.

I Fitting reading into the preschool
A preprimar reading program

1

Defining Reading
' ..

Some of the controNers} about reading instruction arise from the way in

,which the reading process is defined Some educato contend' that it is

' basicall} a decoding process learning the relationship between written
symbols and sp.ken sounds Once these associations are learned. t he child is a
reader Since the young child already knows word meanings and processes in
oral language. reading teachers need no worr)..about these. What the child
does with the information gleaned from the written page is no/considered the

domain treading, The goal of primary reading instruckion.accOlding to this
point of %icy,. is to pros ide children with the,ke} lettei-sound associations that'

-will unlock the written`code.

Although few will disagree with the need for the successful beginningleader
to learn letter-sound associations. the reading process is more than t'code

, ,9
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cracking." Diffe lent experts extend their interpretations of the reading
process Some cIairn that reading is "gaining meaning from the prifited page
They take treading one step beyond the first approach, suggesttrig that
intApreting the sounds associated with the letters is a part of the reading

'process and needs to be included in any reading,program. They suggest that
the deny at ron of medning for the printed w ord. atfier than,"code cracking,"
be emphasised' in any reading snstructional program at ,anytime

Still other experts suggest that the reading process is really an extension of
intellectual processes. for the interpretation of meaning is a significant part of
reading also Cntical readCrig, problem sok ing, and pt her complex.prUcessesk
need also to be included in any reading program. including beginning reading
progr.ams

Frank rrilth (19'1) sees reading as gaining meaning from the printed word
He ide,ntilieS two ways of achieving comprehension in reading The first,
immediate (ompreizeltsion. IS dceom plihed by going,iiirey'tly from the visual
features of willing to their meaning. I litz, second. mediated «miprelietision,
,requires a prier identification of word/1 hr. fluent reader reads pro-lardy by
way of immediate comprehension. using AN:rnathe sources of redundant
information to speed the process along (his informatinn comes from word
forms. syntactical structures. and the context of c,ords Only when difficulties
arise does the fluent reader use mediated comprehension.

Smith believes the problems of beginning readers are compounded' by a
Zack of experterve with the reading process and suggests that traditional
programs allow. Vnem to achieve the egperience they need to Great persdnal
rules of reading TI fact that the redundancy of information is used by
mature readers mayl explain w fly different programs stressin different
reading skills ma( be equally successful in teaching beginning rea ing.

Iht:se y ned points of N toy are not eNnitraclictory, tux theydeal with the
relat mush of reading to the language and thinking process of the individual.
It IS quite po le that. as Smith suggests. the reading process is different at
different age or grade levels Preschool teachers need an understanding of the
-relationship between early'and more matOke processes to put .presChool
read irig acth lies in the proper perspecthe ,Iffis is not merely a matter of task
analysis.

Relationshikof Reading to Language
1.

here are four nodes cif language communication, speaking. listemng,
reading. and writing Reading is a part of the language process that deals with
decodiNg written symbols. Although the written word in our language h

'dented from the spoken word. this does not mean that the reader must
translate each word read into a word heard. Rather. once reading skill is

5-,
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1
achieted. the inditidual has two parallel forms of receptre language

Iatailable. In the early years of schooling, the child may hat elo mote from the
notel (for huh) Vk rit te ..symblul to the more ftmiliar spoken symbol before
meaninpis achiet ed. At this point. the meanings gamed from the mitten v., orti
are usually those the young child has alrea,dy .learned in relation to his
i,nouledge the spoken ttroq. Only as he,'approaehes matiirtfy does his
raiding tocabulary outstrip his listening oeabulary Fey., books deteloped
for beginning reading instruction under any system eontain a t oeabularl that
is beyond the listening 1, ocabular of the children for whom the book is
designed. In some eases. atit Itates of the code-e7rack.,ingapproacki to reading
have described eery young children reading Shakespeauan plays or other
similarly sophisticated written matter. This is a distortion of the reading
process. for felt reading eiperts at any let el ttould support,a child's learning
to read to the exclusion of understanding.

V

Defining the process of reading does not sole the issues inherent in
providing a reading program. though a is a n4essary hist step I-11,e crucial

issues relate to how, the child can best learn the reading process. 1., meaningful
or meaningless material best fur teaching the Lode-cracking system'.' This B
one lyuestion at' even the proponents of "phonics only" or linguistic
approaches to reading raise'Anothei relates tothl appropriati.:ness of using
cues otter than,letter-sound .isoeiations in gaining meaning from the printed ,

page. et other issues relate to the to?m, organiration, and materials of
. instruction in reading Some of these issues need to be 'elaritied to understand

the process of reading% Other issues relate to the pperequisites.forsueeessful
reading instruction

A

The Readi4 Process

Even in hssimplest form, theleading iuuces, :seem to int olte bro.
range of perceptual. associatite. and cognitite elerhents While these
processes may he analysed and, described s'eparately, they arc intertwined so
that the indo,Nual does not practice each one separately as he reads, Nor is
reading simply a matter of making a series of letter-sound associations. I he

scene of the preschool child roaming the aisles of a sUpermarket and
identify ing and reciting labels of packages mado familiar throUgh telex ision
commercials is nut unusual./Ndthough this might nut be labeled reading much
early reading seems to mirror this process. for in attempting to gain meaning
from the ritte pagc. the young e hild uses a tariety of approaches and dues

[for an interesting discussion about the relationship ol leading to language twin .i.number of
sicsspoints. sce Irene J Athes "I anguage Models and Reading'', Doris R, I ntsehistle..

ol I anguage tuuahrauon lur Reading Models and I earning to Read" and
s. Ronald Viardhaugh. '1 henries of I anguage Acquisition in Relation to ReganningReading

Instruction Radme, Reicarth Quarterh. ol .7. no I (I all 1971) I

ir



Young children can learn a reasonable Ninber of words without using any
analytte tecliniques The assoctafit e learning technique used in the "look-ay
method has proved successful and is probably responsible for the 'very young
chili being able to read product labels 1 he contintially repeated association
between the picture of the firodrctand its name on telt ision helps the child
learn the words and recall -them when he sses the sy rabol. Other technique, can
be used for associating. ISUal cues with the sokinciot words

-I he shapes of beginning and ending letters pros* clues to the word I. sing
theses tsual cues, th& (AIN can be helped make the association between the
written symbol and the spoken word ,Children also leayii to use a word's
conte \t as a duet° reading it I he strilt.ture of the; language and the meaning
of phrases hate a degree of regularity that creates a tairlt high ,chaaee of.success in thuse of contem clues

`5 is the child Ngins reading mstruLtion he learns other techniques of word
recognition titruetural analysis (*lie briPaking if large words into their
parts is an importailt one Phonetic analysis. one way WLe child can identity
let ter-Amind associations. is another irliportant technique Phoneijiic a galy sts
not, the on /i method, howeier. that the young child can use in learnirig to read.'
nor is it rcece-ssarilt the first It world he untortunate1t we did not prtiTide
\child st ith as many different %say s of unIsNkrrig the.my stay of the written word
as he can use. for it is the synthesis of many skills trrat helps makea competent
reader

It is'importnt to note tha word identificat.42n. although iniportaa, isiust
Ads: part of beginning read g Meanings must become 0i5ent t o the child. He--
must associate the written- words the spoken surds and mote quick1.
from reading simbo/t,tis reading ideas

John Carrot) (1970) hA identified 'the necessary eterilentl of a reading
instructional program He,suggests that the disagreerrtents about hos readings
should be taught are actually disagreements about t to older in which these_
skills should he taught The skills identified are

I. The child must know the langutge that her going to learn to read.

2 The child must learn-,to dissect spokIp words into component sounds.

3, the child must learn to recognise and discriminate tho letters of the
alphabet in thew ytirious forms

4 The child must learn the left-to-right principle which words are4t\gelled and put in order in continuous tex

5 The child must learn that there arc patterns of highly probable
c.orrespondence betweep letters and skalds

..12



Rumelhart has developed an interact-1%e mpdel which conceives of reading
as utilizing both "top-dove ri"a nd *:bottom-up"prowssing, Both the context of
the visual stimuli as well 8 the sunjtili theinselNes are used by the reading
within this model.. -

Many of the eraditional reading rograms found in schools today use a
data-driN en approach to reading i the primal ades. Only after decoding
skills'are established do these programs attend frthe meaning and context of
what is read klany. of the stacchied test; used to assess 'reading
achieNement fellect these programsle'lpdren in the early grades are tested
with items that sample their decoditg ability. As the children'more into the.
intermediate grades there is a shift to increasing the number of items that
sample comprehension ability.

do my on-community; the pattern pi test scores show the children doing
relatiNely well in reading achieN'einent in the seLond grade. In the intermediate
grades. tIte' patterns of rest scores does'enot look as Niel' and many of the
children who are doing poorly in reading are doing Worse. I he,school system
proNides remCdial work for these poor readers. But (his remedial work
focuses o decod T ills Seldom do the children NN ho need remediationeyer
oNcreoi that need By the may. this:doe s notrseem to he an isiitited case. 1
halve and of similar patterns in othec districts )

in a similar Nein. a colleague of 'cline reported pilot data in which he.found
the poorer reader's persisted in the reading task focussing on decoding the
passages much longer'than better leaders. The reading material proNided
became systemati4ally more meaningless through the manipuation of both
syntax and rocahulary (Canney. 1978 personal sommunication)it was as if
t pooicr reader did no halve an expectation of gaintng frieatittg from the
printed page.

I his is consistent with Frank Smit- h' 1977) suggestion'that reading failure
occurs when a child sees no sense, in 41) is implsed In learning to read. 141
many cases. it seems that the programs of beginning reading.,tliat deny a con-
cern for meaning from the beginning. might thernseIN es be thecause of reading
fail e for some children It is no v.onde,r that*" mitre ofthe same" dods,not
alter ite that failure.

Fitting Reading into the Preschool i

Whether you would fa reading into ti?i, feschool, 'how% you would fit
reading intoi...thi7 preschool. and w(hat of reading you Would fit iota the

,preschool. depends upon our view of reading.` instruction. learning, and
readiness If you assume a matutational Sic% of readiness. you could asses,s
each young child's leNel of maturity. putting those who are ready into an early
phase of the'reading program and allowing,the others to ripen father, lf,

. . 'N
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howeser, you maintain a "nurture" 1, itnk of re'adiness, ou.m ight pros ide a set
of experiences for children nor to the formal reading plogram to increase the
proWability of -their success in that program when it is finally offered.

A
If you bellesn direct instruction. you might teach those things you want

children to learn. either as preparation for reading or actual reading itself. in a
straightforward manner. If you beliese in inthrect Instruction, you might
create experiences to help the children accOire as a result of their owls actions
what you consider to 6e desirable.- I fie 'options asailable are not merely
"director sersus incidental teaching" as King (197U.suggests, but choices of
what to teach as well as direct s s. indirect an lanUed-vs. incidental teaching.

In many cases, teachers' decisions about .ss hat to teach children about
reading prior to first grady are made by default. Not being sure themsels es of
what to teach, they rely on the pul2listlers of reading series.. or others who hase
prepared prepackaged materials. often in the form CI workbooks and
worksheets. f)ecisions about content and of instruction are made by
hose preparing the materials I he responMility is to carefully herd the pupils

through each page. progress is self-es idellt; ,

The abuses Of such an approach hase led to a number of organizations,
including: LKNF. AZT! ASC'D, IRA. NAEVC. \AFSP. and \C FE to
publish a loint statewent on Reading and Pre-f- first Grade(1977) The recom-

, mendations. of these groups include the follov.ink

/

- .

Recommendations:
,1* Pros ide reading experiences as an integrated part of the bro'ader

communication process that includes, listening, speaking; and
writingtitA language experience approach is an example of such
integration. v

-2. PAN ide for a bLoged range of actisitin both,in scope and in content.
Include direct experiences that pffer opportunities to communicate
in different settings with different persons.

3. Foster children's affectise and cognitise deslopment by pros iding
materials, experiences. and opportunities to communicate what they
know and how they' fed

4. Continually appraise how sarious aspects of each child's total
development affects his her reading devMopmrt.

- 5. Use esaluatise procedures that are des elopmyntal ly appropriate for
the children being assessed and that reflect the goals and objectises
of the instructional prograni.

6. Insure feelings, of success for all children in order to help them see
themseltes as persons, who can enjoy exploring language and
learning to read.',.

1p
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7 Plan flexibility in order to accommodate a variety of learning styles
and ways of thinking.

8 Respect the -krnguage thechild brings to scllool, and use it as a base .
for language activities,

9 Plan activities that will cause 91111dren to become active participants
in the learning process rattier than passive recipients of knim ledge.

I0.. Provide opportunities for children to expehment with lansuaseande °
simply to he fun within.

I I Require that preset's iie and 'riser-vile teachers ul s oung
prepared in the teaching of reading in a way tliat enifiliasues reading-
as an Integral part of the language arts as well as the total curriculum°

hue the fact that a group of organ wa lions w ould band together to
such a statement mintls is important. neither the statement nor the reeow-
mendat ions themselves pros ide adequate guidelines fur apre-iirst grade read-
ing program II sou do not accept the "ripeni,pg" slew of development. the
you need to look at the content of the selected readingprogram: determine, '*d
v. teat a child needs to- know to succeed within it. sand provide learning
opportunities for y bung vhildren to gain these prerequisites

For a conceptually driven model of reading instruction. one needs to

'.0 14

provide the children with as broada_raTfgTof language experience as we as,
experiences with the real world as is possible. ;The kifuli of ,p °nal
knowled'geahout the world allows Children firdev el6p concerts they an draw
on to intdrpret meanings. knowledge 0f-die language' gives the ildreh a
better base from which to derive hypCitheses.ab"out the meaning. of sets of '
printed s'mbols ;

For a data driv en model of reading instruytion. a range of prerequisite s
are usually listed for successfully learning to read. These include such skillsas
visual discrirnination, additory discrimination: left-to-right sequencing.
developing associationt. and so forth.

7 _
,

For an interactive view of read) . both the skills and the linguistic- t 4..cognitive background is important. Smith (1977) suggests that two other ' -,----
insights need to underlay beginning reading. (1) children need to:realiie that ,
print is a meaningful. and (2) children -need tp be aware that the written
language is different from the spoken language. In all cases a desire to read Is '
important In an article I wrote a couple Of years ago. ''Early Childhodd ot
Education and Teacher Education. A Search for- Consistency.- 1 suggested A
that early childhood education models differ essentially on ideological ,'''
grounds (beliefs. assumptions). The sam9 is true for models .of reading ...'"
education The conceptually driven model!, of reading would fit quite well
with a Bank Street model as well as a traditional child developmen mwiel,of

16 . '
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early childhood education. The data drik en models of reading instruction
would fit quite well with, a Biehakior Analysis or Ehgelmann-Becker model of
early childhood educatitn. The interaetike model of reading instruction
would fit well with a Piagetian Open Education approach on early childhood

Ifri,educationrihus, before you decide what to do in early childhood reading it
might be helpful to know what you really believe about children. learning.
development and schools. Then you could choose a model rationally and
select appropriate acti\rt`es to meet the needs an! abilttieS of the children.

I would like to suggest a set ut ererientes that set 9a Cu me to be app'ropr'iate
for pre-first grade children and important elemi:Afs.of a beginning reading
program

A'Preliminary Reading Program

'Awry reading readiness skills can be provided fur in thti normal framework
of a purser school. day -care center or kindergarten. \ley nursery and
kindergarten Llat,srooms uoLlude a wealth of materials that help children
deyetop visual discrimination skill's In using parquetry puples. they must
relate the shape'ofeathoiece to the shape otthe space in Iv. hich if is:to be-
4nserted and to the rest of the picture. Pegsets. beads. strings, and similar
rhaterials can also be used in teaching s ual discrimination Teachers can,
develop design cards for children to model. A.simple pattern of one red and

7 one Glue peg alternating along the length of a line of holes in the pegboard is
one that children can model. with more complex patter/is following Similar
patterns can be made with beads un a string. A series of ,card s beginning with
simple patterns and including Lomplex designs, and, design cards'used with

..,...parquetry blocks of different shapis and whirs. are other models These can

be used at the children's ow n p with more complex tasks being offered as
they succeed in the simpler tasks.

Children can also be asked to copy ispeLifiL patterns from models using
crayons or 'pencils. Etch-a-Sketch is a complicated task since it requires
coordination of both hands ,Form discrimination tasks can be giken to
Lhilclien:starting with simple.geomet Tit formson form hoards and continuing
to writing letters %kali letter:templates. A numbei, of yisual discrimination and
perceptual motor programs are aYailable on the.market that may be used for

this purpose.

As children learn to disarnate letters. they should also learn the names of
letters. Not only is this a good reading rcadIress task but it, also improyes
cOmmunitation between teacher and child by proiding the tlas with a
common kerbal referent. Although Lopying patterns and flllinginoutlinesare
suggested here. pone of thest attik ities are to be considered a.s a substitute for
an art program concerned with -creative expression.

12
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There 'are niany opportunities to teach auditory discrimination skills.
'Music, for example, affords many opportunities for fhis, since the child must
distinguish and reproduce pitch in musk as well as learn to listen to the words
of songs. Instruments can be provided to allow the children to recreate
patterns of sound that differ in pitch and rhythm according to-models
prodded by the teacher. Again this is not to be considered a substitute fol. d

creative music program.

, A number of other techniques for auditory discr(mmityn exist Books such
as the Muffin series can be read to make children more aware Qf sounds. There
are many records and sound filmstrips that can be similarly used for
example Sounds Around L s4Guidance Associates) Teachers can also create
games for teaching listening skills such as sound recognititin and
discrimination. They mac -make their own auditory discrimination materials
using tape recorders or a Language Master

Most im'portantly. teachers need to ,make children Tore aware of the
sounds they hear in the language around them Word sound Lan be the basin
for much fun, because children enjoy alliteration and rhyming. W hile many
opport unitiecfor learning may be found in the classroom. teachers should be

aware of the need to exploit situations as they arise as well as to create
situations for particular purposes'.

There are a host of other reading related actiN tuts that are appropriate for
inclusion m a pre first grade pro ram Sandbergand Pohlman (1976) desvibe-,
a laboratory school program for/bur- and lice -year -olds which includes'a host
of attic 'ties to support learning to read ,Connections are built between vi ritten
and 'spoken, language. tigns, labels and charts are used by teachers and
childre.n throughout the program. Each child develops his-own collection of
words which are wraten on separate pieces of paper and kept in a manila
envelope. BPolZs are acailable for children to read or be read to and a host of
other activities are

A strong conceptual- language prograin can also help child,cen develop
generalized readiness for reading O'Dqnneli and Raymund '1472) reported
on such a, program based upon kindergarten proposals developed by
Robinson and Spodek Not ,Dirtttion.s in the Kindergarten (1965). This
program resulted in greater gains on readiness tests and other measures than
did the use of 'standard readiness vitirkbooks. As a result of the program. the
teachers became 'diagnosticians. able to cISSCS indiv id Ud children's strengths
and weaknesses, and provide ropriate instruction lly and in
small groups.

Piagetian theory of cognitive development has provided usti.ith alternative
modes of viewing the reading process And of suggesting activities that an help
children become readers. Unfortunately. all ,too ofte4 Piagetian theory has
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;been-- Diked to,abs4s9.4kt, readiness of children to benefit from traditional
if reading insirumpnal ,lisks (see. for example. Elkind. 1974. Cox. 1976 and

KirklAnd. 1978). Sin , reading is a eognipse-linguistic dens it). Piaget's v.orkk
can help edueaturs 'derstund the process of reading and deselop strategies to
help children,`read

110 ,
other than traditional ways.

."
BuOdIng trdm :Piagctian theory. -Schiekendanr (1977) has deseloped

'strittegi8 fdr using dramatic play to help childrZm appt-oach reading.
Dramatic Play/,,1$ symbolic play Children reenact roles and aetLsities in pia).
setting,. fhQ),t'use themselscs. other perrobs and objects to stand for different
things. Vank.tage is used to 4tructure and sustain the play. A range of
strategies'h4se been suggested for teachers to extend and sustain the range of
reading and language-related adisities in dramatic play settings I he useof
play as means for teaching reading is further sustained b). a study b).
.1,"olfgano( 1974) of the relationship between lesels of pia} and competence in

1
readers,firiong ),oung children

.

Fitt h, one obsious aetisit must he suggestedin 4 reading program for
chil4 n reading to them rhe admonition to read to oung, children as
pre ration fur their later learning to read has become popular in recent _sears.

h is suggested because successful readers eonsistentl) report ha'ing been
re' d to b!. their parents Phis "reading to. is ofiten translated into a pre-first

ade aetis it) 'in phial thv teacher regularly reads to a group of children en
4-1o41,,,o4 0977) and. Schickendanr (1977) suggest that this is an

!inappropriate strategy and that the wrung elerhents of the parent-child

I reading situation are being translated into school progr:fms I he elements of
the reading situation that alloy. ceading as information proeessing to deselop
are excluded in the mass reading strategy

Schickendani suggests a sttategy tshcre stories arc read to ehildren one-on-
onc. and where thc child is allowed to sec the print in the book, and to help
turn pages I he same books are read repeatedly su tha, a stor!, hne can be
memorited by the children Adults periodically point to,v,ords as they s.*
them. or ask children to say them I lyre is also free 'access to hooks for the
children and listening posh ssi h records or tapes of stories mailable along
with the books for the children

Huskisson recommends a more formal strategy containing man), of these
same elements i,p aproeess he calls "assisted reading At about age four or
file, the child is pod), for this process In.assisted reading the adult (teacher or
parent) reads phrases or .sentences and the child repeats these Books and
stories ate read and reread-in this ,ssa!, as the adult moses his finger slov.1),
under the lines thae.ire read At some point children will be encouraged to
read words the rueogniie before the adult reads them Inthefinal stage the

child is encouraged to read independent1), ssith the adults supplying ssords
that the), anticipate the child vs ill not knkrds The process of mos ing from being
read to to reading occurs as a rpult of h!,pothese; the children deselop and
test in relation to the v.ritten language they see and hate heard repeatedly.
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While the Hoskisson proposal contains a, number of controftechniques not
found in the work of Schickendpz, both''aOroach the reading taste as a total

'cognitive process. Assuming a'cognitiv&linguislic conceplign of reading
based upon the irperaction of data-dris en and concept uall.-drieen proceses,,.,
a range of other strategies could be dee,loped and incurpprated into a pre-first ,
grade class.

,

Conclusion

Tb finish up. let Ine try 'to answer chiectlhe question raised iri tie title of
this presentation How should reading fit into a preschool curriculum' The
answer I would like to offer is' "C6mforutbl.e":'

,
7

I

Conceptions of reading instrtuction are parallel -in :their, ,underbing
assumptions to conceptions of early childhood curriculum interactionist
sieve of the reading process 14consistent with a constrtictieisl stew of the
development of knowledge that 1.4cel comfortable to supporting as a basis for
early childhood curriculum. Children can be hellied °to construct a systent of
reading just as they can he helped to construct a s) gem of understanding and
interpreting their physical And social world Actisities that support lear ning to
read can fit (are appropriato in an actisit!.'-oriented.pre-first grade class. The
key to successful integration.of reading into the program would be the staffing
of these classrooms with teachers who hate an understAding of the reading
process as an interactionist process. 'who are sensitise to the learning
capabilities of the children, and who are, knowledgeable of the learning
potentialities of the various activities they can provide.
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